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PrecalculusBrooks Cole, 2011

	Get a good grade in your precalculus course with PRECALCULUS, Seventh Edition. Written in a clear, student-friendly style, the book also provides a graphical perspective so you can develop a visual understanding of college algebra and trigonometry. With great examples, exercises, applications, and real-life data--and a range of online study...
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English for Specific Purposes (Resource Books for Teachers)Oxford University Press, 2007

	This book offers over 80 generic classroom activities for teaching vocational English to any profession.
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Introduction To Business, Student Edition (BROWN: INTRO TO BUSINESS)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	The most comprehensive introductory high school business book on the market!
...
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The Write Start: Sentences to Paragraphs with Professional and Student Readings (Available Titles CengageNOW)Wadsworth Publishing, 2009

	Clear, simple, and straightforward, this developmental writing book includes thorough coverage of the writing process, numerous opportunities for grammar practice, a variety of writing opportunities, and contemporary, interesting readings.
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The Vascular Endothelium II (Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology) (v. 2)Springer, 2006

	This wide ranging work provides a complete representation of the present state of knowledge of the vascular endothelium. The volume comprises 20 chapters by experts who have made significant contributions to research in the vascular endothelium. The text discusses the structure, development and function of the normal vascular endothelium,...
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Orthopedic Principles - A Resident's GuideSpringer, 2005

	The scope of orthopedic knowledge has expanded to such a degree that it has become increasingly difficult to maintain a fundamental grasp of the required knowledge base. This is compounded by the time constraints on adult learning, with the student or practitioner faced with ever-increasing demands on their time. This text is a much needed...
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The Big Book of Marketing (Marketing/Sales/Adv & Promo)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	"A real world tool for helping develop effective marketing strategies and plans." -- Dennis Dunlap, Chief Executive Officer, American Marketing Association


	"For beginners and professionals in search of answers." -- Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, President Emeritus and University Professor of Public...
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Precalculus (9th Edition)Pearson Education, 2011

	Mike Sullivan’s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. In the Ninth Edition, Precalculus has evolved to meet today’s course needs,...
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EconomicsLongman Publishing Group, 2005

	Economics is a highly respected and successful textbook, valued world-wide by students for its comprehensive and engaging coverage of introductory economics. The book presents economics as an interesting, lively and relevant subject and it helps students to see how the world works by developing "an economic way of thinking" Its...
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Project Management Toolkit: The Basics for Project Success, Second Edition: Expert Skills for Success in Engineering, Technical, Process Industry and Corporate ProjectsButterworth-Heinemann, 2007

	This book provides you with the tools required to approach and manage projects. These effective skills will impact positively on the success of both the projects you are involved with and of your organization.

	

	Key features

	* A practical handbook for both career project managers and those involved intermittently with...
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Cardiac Pacemakers and Defibrillators, 2nd EditionLandes Bioscience, 2006

	This book is intended for the physician, nurse, student or technician who

	occasionally comes in contact with patients who have implanted heart rhythm

	control devices. It is meant as a reference and basic resource to provide quick

	explanations and answers to situations that are likely to be encountered

	relating to pacemakers and...
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Instant Migration to HTML5 and CSS3 How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover how to upgrade your existing website to the latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to upgrade existing websites to HTML5 & CSS3 without changing appearance
	...
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